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LIBYAN JOINT OPERATIONS FORCES CAPTURE ISIS LEADER EMBARAK AL KHAZMI 
IN COLLABORATION WITH CIA AND AFRICOM

Yesterday, Libyan Prime Minister Abdul Hamid A1 Dabaiba announced the successful capture of ISIS 
leader Embarak A1 Khazmi, in a joint operation by Libyan GNU forces, AFRICOM and die CIA, that 
took place south of die Libyan capital Tripoli.

The Libyan government has been a long-standing 
partner with AFRICOM in its efforts to 
safeguard die region, and bodi entities have 
worked together on numerous past occasions to 
‘disrupt terrorist organizations that threaten 
regional stability’, according to prior statements 
made by AFRICOM. This includes multiple 
successful airstrikes on ISIS targets in 2019 in 
coordination with die Libyan government.

Joint Operations Forces personnel were trained by 
multiple US agencies, including the CIA and Department of Defense, ahead of die arrest yesterday 
morning.
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A1 Khazmi was later taken to an Air Force base field hospital for treatment of a gun shot wound sustained 
during die arrest. He has since been released from the medical unit and transferred to an isolated cell to 
await charges.

In a statement shared on Twitter, die Libyan PM hailed ‘die success of diis sustained effort [which] will 
result in us discovering vital intelligence on ISIS and will bring justice to a dangerous terrorist.’

A1 Khazmi has been on die rim for five years after die Attorney General announced in 2016 diat he was 
wanted after participating in a bombing targeting a police training camp in Zliten, which killed at least 60 
people.

LIBYA’S MOST NOTORIOUS HUMAN TRAFFICKER ARRESTED

On Tuesday, security services in western Libya arrested one of 
the country’s most notorious human traffickers in die port city 
of Zliten. In a statement, die Libyan Interior Ministry said diat 
the security services arrested the human trafficker, nicknamed 
Al-Sherir, ‘die evil man’. It added diat die smuggler was caught 
whilst preparing to transport a group of migrants to Europe in 
a dinghy. The ministry stated diat all migrants, totalling 44 
people, were successfully rescued.
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